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Conformational Analysis of Peramivir Reveals 

Critical Differences Between Free and Enzyme-

Bound States 

Michele R. Richards,b Michael G. Brant,a Martin J. Boulanger,c Christopher W. 
Cairob and Jeremy E. Wulff*a  

Peramivir is a potent inhibitor of influenza neuraminidase, and is used clinically to treat 

influenza infections. The substantial potency of peramivir for its target suggests that similar 

structures might be useful as lead compounds for designing inhibitors of related viral, 

mammalian, or bacterial neuraminidases. At the same time, the large number of rotatable 

bonds in peramivir’s structure led us to consider the conformational flexibility for the drug, 

since a more flexible scaffold might be a disadvantage in cases where isoenzyme selectivity is 

required. An examination of previously published X-ray data for the free and bound states of 

the drug, together with solution-phase NMR, conformational analysis, and DFT calculations 

leads us to conclude that peramivir undergoes a substantial conformational shift upon binding 

to the neuraminidase active site. Peramivir’s previously unrecognized conformational 

flexibility may be a liability for peramivir itself, or for future applications of the underlying 

cyclopentane scaffold. Our analysis finds a consensus among enzyme-bound conformations of 

the inhibitor, and suggests that favoring this conformation could be used to develop inhibitors 

with greater potency or isoform selectivity. 

 

Introduction 

Pathogens including viruses, bacteria, and parasites have 

developed sophisticated mechanisms to engage surface 

structures on host cells as a crucial step towards establishing 

infection. Sialic acid (or N-acetyl neuraminic acid, Neu5Ac) 

residues on host cells frequently underpin the host–pathogen 

interaction,1 and enzymes that cleave these residues (sialidases 

or neuraminidases) are often identified as critical to the 

progression of the disease. Inhibitors of neuraminidase enzymes 

therefore have emerged as high-value drug candidates.2 

 The value of this approach is particularly evident in the 

influenza field, where three such inhibitors – oseltamivir 

(TamifluTM),3 zanamivir (RelenzaTM),4 and peramivir 

(PeramiFluTM or RapiactaTM)5,6 – are used clinically to control 

the spread and symptoms of both seasonal and pandemic flu 

(see Figure 1 for structures). At the same time, bacterial 

neuraminidases have long been appreciated as virulence factors 

for pneumonia7 and cholera8 (as well as several other 

pathogenic bacteria), while the related hemagglutinin-

neuraminidase fusion protein is now seen as a therapeutic target 

for the prevention of parainfluenza-induced croup and 

bronchiolitis.9,10 Perhaps most interestingly, isoenzyme-specific 

inhibitors of mammalian neuraminidase enzymes11 may have 

value as anti-cancer agents (in that the mamalian NEU3 

enzyme is highly expressed in several solid tumors)12 or as 

preservative agents for blood platelets.13,14 

 
Figure 1  Function and inhibition of the neuraminidase enzyme; A: glycosidase 

reaction catalyzed by neuraminidase; B: structures of clinically used inhibitors of 

the influenza enzyme; Colors indicate related functional groups. 
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 Figure 2 Comparison of structural properties for enzyme-bound and free oseltamivir and peramivir; A: Oseltamivir carboxylate bound in the enzyme active site of 

H1N1 neuraminidase (from PDB 3TI6)
15

 versus small-molecule X-ray data for oseltamivir (as the ethyl ester prodrug);
16

 B: Peramivir bound in the enzyme active site of 

H1N9 neuraminidase (from PDB 1L7F);
17 versus small-molecule X-ray data for peramivir.

18
 Colored arrows on the structural drawing correspond to the orientation of 

functional groups using colors from Figure 1. Wireframe models correspond to omit maps from the PDB structures. For more details, along with additional data for 

zanamivir and for peramivir bound to an influenza B neuraminidase, see Figures S1–S4 in the Supplementary Information. 

 The neuraminidase enzymes have broadly similar active 

sites across species, suggesting that lessons learned over two 

decades of structure-function studies targeting the influenza 

enzyme could profitably be applied to the development of 

inhibitors for new targets. To design new inhibitors, one must 

be cognizant of the role played by the underlying cyclic 

scaffold (i.e. the dihydropyran of zanamivir, the cyclohexene of 

oseltamivir, or the cyclopentane of peramivir). In each case, the 

scaffold serves to position functional groups into orientations 

that match the boat-shaped conformation adopted by sialic acid 

substrates upon binding to neuraminidase.19 Scaffolds that 

predispose these groups to their optimal presentation in the 

binding site should lead to improved potency. 

 In the cases of zanamivir and oseltamivir, it is well 

understood that the presence of the alkene in the central core 

serves to favor a twist-boat conformation, resulting in improved 

binding of the substituents to the appropriate subpockets of the 

neuraminidase active site. For this reason, the enzyme-

bound15,20 and unbound16 geometries of oseltamivir and 

zanamivir are structurally conserved (see Figure 2). 

 The structure of peramivir (BCX-1812) is notably different 

from oseltavimir and zanamivir (Figure 1), and it is not 

immediately apparent how the underlying cyclopentane ring 

favors the presentation of its sidechains to the neuraminidase 

binding site. The binding of peramivir has typically been 

examined within co-crystal structures in the neuraminidase 

active site. However, to the best of our knowledge, no studies 

have determined or compared the solution conformation of 

peramivir to its enzyme-bound conformer. As part of our 

ongoing efforts to explore structure-activity relationships for 

peramivir,21 and to design rigidified analogues as inhibitors of 

several neuraminidase targets,22 we sought to obtain 

experimental evidence of the conformational preferences of 

peramivir in the absence of its enzyme target. These data would 

provide insight into the energetic changes required for binding 

as critical information for the design of new, more potent 

inhibitors. 

 In this report, we describe solution 1H NMR data which was 

used in combination with molecular modeling to rigorously 

determine the conformational preferences of peramivir in 

aqueous solution. We then compare the conformers of 

peramivir observed in single crystals and in the active site of 

neuraminidase by X-ray diffraction (XRD). We find a 

remarkable range of conformations for peramivir, which vary 

significantly between the free and bound states. Taken together, 

these data suggest that the ground state conformation for 

peramivir is not optimal for binding the enzyme target. While 

these observations may have implications for the treatment of 

influenza infections with peramivir (in that such a 

conformationally-flexible drug as peramivir may be expected to 

have a greater number of off-target binding partners), their 

chief value is in guiding the development of new drugs for 

neuraminidase targets in other diseases, where isoform 

selectivity will be of increased importance.   

 

Results and discussion 

Conformational analysis of peramivir in solution 

 We obtained 1D (1H, 13C, nOe) and 2D (COSY, NOESY) 

NMR spectra of peramivir in D2O at 500 and 700 MHz. The 1D 
1H NMR spectrum was analyzed by fitting to obtain precise 

coupling constants (see Table 1 and Supplementary 
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Information.) The simulated spectrum shows excellent 

agreement with the experimental data (RMSD = 0.003 Hz). 

 
Figure 3  Key nOe interactions (red) and coupling constants (blue) observed 

for peramivir in D2O. 

 

Table 1 1H NMR Assignments for Peramivir(a) 

1H δ(1H) 

H1 2.73 ppm (ddd, J = 8.6, 3.9, 1.3 Hz) 
H2 4.38 ppm (ddd, J = 4.6, 1.3, 0.7 Hz) 
H3 2.23 ppm (ddd, J = 10.9, 9.1, 4.6 Hz) 
H4 3.85 ppm (ddd, J = 9.1, 9.0, 5.7 Hz) 
H5α 1.82 ppm (dddd, J = 14.1, 5.7, 3.9, 0.7 Hz) 

H5β 2.56 ppm (ddd, J = 14.1, 9.0, 8.6 Hz) 
H3' 4.37 ppm (dd, J = 10.9, 2.2 Hz) 
Ac 1.97 ppm (s) 
3-pentyl 1.53–1.40 ppm (3H, m) 
substituent 1.08–0.96 ppm (2H, m) 

 0.95 ppm (3H, t, J = 7.2 Hz) 
    0.89 ppm (3H, t, J = 7.2 Hz) 

(a) Measured at 700 MHz, in D2O at 27 °C. 

 

 Qualitative interpretation of the scalar coupling values 

provides an initial view of the peramivir solution conformation 

(see Figure 3). The large coupling constant between H3' and H3 

(10.9 Hz) indicates that these protons are close to an anti-

orientation. Furthermore, the observation of a somewhat 

smaller coupling (9.1 Hz) between H3 and H4, and a strong 

nOe (4.4%) between H3' and H4 suggest an anti/anti geometry 

between H4, H3 and H3'. The signals corresponding to H5α 

and H5β could be readily distinguished by the presence of a 

1.4% nOe between H3 and the more upfield of the two signals 

(1.82 ppm) in the 1H NMR spectrum. Since the configuration at 

C3 is known to be R, this allowed us to assign this signal to 

H5α, and to assign the corresponding signal at 2.56 ppm to 

H5β. Significantly, H5β was observed to have large coupling 

constants to H1 (8.6 Hz) and H4 (9.0 Hz), while H5α maintains 

a much smaller coupling to both H1 (3.9 Hz) and H4 (5.7 Hz). 

The values for H5β are close to the maximum for syn protons,23 
and indicate exceptionally small values for φH1,H5β and φH4,H5β. 

The smaller couplings of H5α with H1 and H4 are also 

consistent with a nearly eclipsing orientation of H5β with both 

H1 and H4, since this would necessarily provide φH1,H5α and 

φH4,H5α values of close to 110º. Further evidence for the 

solution-phase conformation of peramivir was obtained from an 

analysis of nOe interactions between H1 and H4. These protons 

gave only a very small nOe (0.6%), suggesting that the ring 

pucker of peramivir substantially increased the distance 

between these 1,3-related protons on the same face of the 

cycopentane scaffold. Finally, a small W coupling was 

observed between H5α and H2 (-0.7 Hz).24 

Molecular modelling of peramivir 

 To develop a quantitative model of the peramivir solution-

state conformation, we employed molecular modeling in 

conjunction with the high resolution NMR data already 

obtained for the inhibitor (vide supra). The conformational 

flexibility of five membered rings is well known, and has most 

effectively been analyzed using a combination of molecular 

dynamics and spectroscopy.25,26 A convenient method for 

describing ring pucker, and the approach we have used here, is 

to use the pseudorotational phase angle (P). For a 5-membered 

ring, P is defined by the following equation: 

 

tan P �
��� 	 �
� � �� 	 ���

2��	�sin 36° 	 sin 72°�
 

where τ0–τ4 represent the five torsion angles within the ring.27 

This method has previously been applied to both cyclopentane 

and furanoside scaffolds.25,27,28 

 The NMR spectrum of peramivir represents an equilibrium 

population of solution conformations. We simulated this range 

of conformations using molecular dynamics (MD) of peramivir 

in explicit water using AMBER.29 The distribution is relatively 

narrow and centered around –30°, giving a ring conformation of 

E3/
2T3 (Figure 4). To identify a representative conformation, we 

used Chimera30 to determine clusters in the MD trajectory. The 

top cluster contained 30% of the simulation, and we chose this 

cluster as most representative of this population and used it for 

further comparisons to spectroscopic data. From within this top 

30% cluster, 200 conformations were chosen for calculation of 

the expected 1H–1H scalar couplings using density functional 

theory (DFT).31,32 The calculated coupling constants were in 

excellent agreement with our experimentally determined values 

(see Supplementary Information). 

 Inspection of the solution model shows ϕH1,H5β and ϕH1,H5α 

at 9° and 110° respectively, consistent with the large (8.6 Hz) 

and small (3.9 Hz) coupling constants between these groups 

determined by NMR. The H3 and H3' protons are found in an 

anti-orientation (179°), as are H3 and H4 (159°). The 

interatomic distance between H1 and H4 was 3.6 Å, and that of 

H3' and H4 was 2.1 Å, consistent with the much stronger nOe 

measurements found for the latter interaction. The ϕH1,H2 was 

found to be 92°, consistent with the small coupling observed for 

these two protons (1.3 Hz); and ϕH2,H3 was 42°, consistent with 

the 4.6 Hz coupling observed. 
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Figure 4  Ring pucker of peramivir varies dramatically over solid-state and 

solution conditions. The neuraminidase–peramivir co-crystals structures 

examined have an average P value of 20°. The single crystal conformers are 

found at an average of 296°. The average solution conformation from MD lies at 

333°. The pseudorotational phase angle, P, is plotted versus the extent of ring 

pucker (φm). 

Single crystal conformation of peramivir 

 We next searched for peramivir structures in the Cambridge 

Structural Database, and were pleased to find that the structure 

of peramivir trihydrate had been solved by Keller and Krämer 

in 2007.18 The Keller-Krämer structure contains four molecules 

of peramivir in slightly different conformations, together with 

twelve partially disordered water molecules in the unit cell. The 

four conformations of peramivir visible in the Keller-Krämer 

crystal all have fairly similar geometries (see Figure 5A for an 

overlay), with an average pseudorotational phase angle of 296° 

(Figure 4), shifting the ring pucker closer to 2T1/E2.  

 As illustrated in Figure 5A, the most noticeable 

consequence of this altered ring geometry is to shift the C1 

carboxylate to a pseudoaxial orientation. Nonetheless, the solid-

state and solution-state (unbound) conformations for peramivir 

remained relatively close to one another (see Figure 5C for an 

overlay; RMSD = 0.49 Å). In particular, the vectors at which 

the carboxylate and guanidinium functions project from the 

central cyclopentane core are highly conserved between the 

solution- and solid-state structures. 

 
Figure 5  Comparison of peramivir conformations from the solid state with 

aqueous bound- and unbound-conformations; A: the four conformations of 

unbound peramivir from the Keller-Krämer X-ray, (individually colored grey, 

cyan, green and magenta); B: the enzyme-bound structure of peramivir in the 

active site of influenza A neuraminidase, from PDB 2HTU (grey), 1L7F (cyan), 

1L7G (green), and 1L7H (magenta); C: overlay of the average MD structure (grey) 

with the structure of peramivir in the solid state (cyan); D: overlay of the average 

MD structure (grey) with the structure of peramivir in the active site (1L7F, 

cyan). Hydrogen atoms are hidden for clarity. Numerical values indicate vectors 

of projection for carboxylate and guanidinium functions. 

Enzyme-bound conformations of peramivir 

 Peramivir has been crystallized in complex with 

neuraminidase from influenza A,17,33,34 influenza B,35 and the 

human neuraminidase enzyme, NEU2 (hNEU2).36 Analysis of 

the conformation of peramivir found in these co-crystals 

revealed significant conformational differences from the 

solution and single crystal conformations discussed above. We 

first analyzed the pseudorotational phase angles of all peramivir 

conformations obtained from neuraminidase co-crystals found 

in the PDB. In cases where multiple forms of peramivir were 

observed in the unit cell, their P values were averaged. A plot 

of the P values for all co-crystals is shown in Figure 4B, along 

with those of the solution and single crystal. Although 

neuraminidase enzymes from multiple species are included, the 

ring pucker of bound conformations of peramivir are tightly 

clustered close to 4E. The result of this ring conformation is to 

place the C1 carboxylate at a more pseudoequatorial orientation 

than is found in either the solution or single crystal structures, 

as illustrated by the overlay of an enzyme-bound conformation 

(1L7F) with the solution conformation in Figure 5D (RMSD = 

0.62 Å). Indeed, evaluation of the bound complexes reveals that 

this orientation is critical for optimal engagement with the S1 

and S2 subpockets of the neuraminidase active site.22 It is clear 
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from a comparison of the overlays in Figures 5C and 5D – as 

well as the ring-pucker data in Figure 4 – that the 

conformations favored by peramivir in both the solution and 

solid state leave these functional groups incorrectly positioned 

for binding in the neuraminidase active site.  

 It is notable that the enzyme-bound orientation forces the 

carboxylate and guanidinium substituents into pronounced 

pseudo-equatorial orientations, while the hydroxyl group is 

nearly coplanar to the locations of the hydrogen atoms on the 

carbons bearing these substituents (Figure 2B). This 

conformation would be disfavored in free solution, since it 

would result in significant unfavourable diaxial interactions. In 

order to quantify the energetic penalty that would result from 

such a conformation (in the absence of the enzyme host), we 

extracted the bound ligand from a peramivir–neuraminidase 

complex (PDB 2HTU), populated the structure with hydrogen 

atoms, and performed a minimization by DFT methods 

(B3LYP/6-31G*). An identical minimization was performed on 

the Keller-Krämer structure. Our results (see Supplementary 

Information for details) indicate that the conformation found in 

the solid state structure is favored by approximately 20 kJ/mol 

in the gas phase, relative to that of the bound conformation.  

 Examination of the populations found in the MD 

simulations of peramivir in solution should provide further 

insight into the likely energy differences between these 

conformers. We binned the number of frames observed for each 

of the three conformers indicated in Figure 4B (-180° – -47°, 

solid state; -45° – -6°, solution; -3° – 71°, enzyme-bound). This 

analysis gives relative populations of 36%, 55%, and 9% for the 

solid state, solution, and enzyme-bound conformers in solution 

(or a ratio of 4:6:1). These populations support the conclusion 

that the solution conformation is more stable than the solid state 

by 1.1 kJ/mol, and that the enzyme bound conformation is 

approximately 4.5 kJ/mol higher in energy than the solution 

conformation.  

Conclusions 

 The data presented here make a striking case for the 

previously unrecognized conformational flexibility of 

peramivir. Our findings support a wide range of ring 

conformations for the peramivir cyclopentane structure 

depending on its environment. Although the peramivir core 

would appear to be too crowded to allow for significant 

flexibility (with four of five ring positions being substituted, 

and with the C4 group containing a branched structure), our 

data unequivocally establish that there are significant 

differences in the conformational preference of peramivir in the 

solid state, solution phase, and in all examined enzyme-bound 

conformations. 

 The differences in the free and enzyme-bound solid state 

structures for peramivir are striking (e.g. compare the bound 

and unbound structures in Figure 2B). Particularly notable is 

the number of eclipsed or nearly-eclipsed interactions on the 

cyclopentane ring in the bound structure. This would seem to 

suggest that in order to bind the neuraminidase target, peramivir 

must undergo an unfavorable conformational change. Indeed, 

this large conformational shift, which is not required for 

oseltamivir or zanamivir, may explain the very slow kon and koff 

rates reported for peramivir relative to the rates of other 

neuraminidase inhibitors.37 

 Among the three clinically used inhibitors (Figure 1), 

peramivir is the most potent in vitro inhibitor of influenza 

neuraminidase, indicating that it is able to overcome the 

apparent energetic penalties associated with any structural 

reorganization necessary for binding. At the same time, this 

degree of conformational flexibility may contribute to off-target 

interactions for the drug itself, or may be a liability for 

researchers wanting to create peramivir-like inhibitors of non-

influenza neuraminidases. 

 In the case of hNEU (NEU1-NEU4), isoenzyme selectivity 

of inhibitors is essential11 and may be difficult to rationally 

design.38 Inhibition of hNEU by peramivir has only been 

reported for the NEU2 isoenzyme, and its activity is relatively 

modest (Ki = 330 µM).36 Chavas et al. suggest that peramivir 

has reduced contacts in the active site of NEU2 as compared to 

other inhibitors, although the conformation adopted by the 

inhibitor is the same as in other neuraminidase active sites.  

 Our determination of the solution conformation of 

peramivir, when taken together with existing crystallography 

data, identifies a substantial conformational change required for 

peramivir’s inhibitory activity. We conclude that inhibitors 

such as peramivir have a conformational bias which must be 

overcome in order to bind to the neuraminidase active site. As a 

result, structural modifications of peramivir that predispose it 

towards the active conformation may reduce the energetic 

penalty required for binding, thus increasing potency even 

further. Additionally, these results suggest that the 

identification of conformationally restricted scaffolds 

compatible with the neuraminidase active site will be valuable 

tools for the design of future inhibitors.  
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